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be instructively read with Professor Campbell's 'Tragic Drama in
Aeschylus, Sophocles and Shakespeare*—remind us that the dramatist
still holds his own with the publishers. The last two or three weeks
have seen two new editions of him.—Times.
The writer has thoroughly puzzled himself. He cannot call
Shakespeare Shakespeare, because there is a Shakespeare
just before: he cannot call him he, because six other persons in
the sentence have claims upon he: and he ought not to call
him the dramatist, because Aeschylus and Sophocles were
dramatists too. We know, of course, which dramatist is meant,
just as we should have known which he was meant; but the
appropriation is awkward in either case. The dramatist is no
doubt the best thing under the circumstances; but when
matters are brought to such a pass that we can neither call a
man by his own name, nor use a pronoun, nor identify him by
means of his profession, it is time to remodel the sentence.
If Mr. Chamberlain has been injured by the fact that till now
Mr. Balfour has clung to him, Mr. Balfour has been equally injured
by the fact that Mr. Chamberlain has persistently locked his arm in
that of the Prime Minister.—Spectator.
Elegant variation is the last thing we should expect here.
For what is the writer's principal object ? Clearly, to emphasize
the idea of reciprocity by the repetition of names, and by
their arrangement. Mr. Chamberlain, Mr. Balfour: Mr.
Balfour, Mr. Chamberlain. It is easy enough, so far: 'If Mr.
Chamberlain has been injured by the persistent attachment
of Mr. Balfour, Mr. Balfour has been equally injured by that
of Mr. Chamberlain'. But that is not all that is required:
there is to be the graphic touch; arm is to be locked in arm.
Now comes the difficulty: in whose arm are we to lock Mr.
Chamberlain's ? in 'his' ? in 'his' ? in 'his own' ? in 'Mr. Balfour's' ?
in 'that of the Prime Minister'? As the locking of arms is
perhaps after all only an elegant variation for clinging, remodel-
ling seems again to be the best way out of the difficulty. Perhaps
our simplified form above might serve.

